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TECHNICAL NOTE 3848
SEVERKL FACTORS AFFECTING THE
CONTRIBUTED BY A HORIZONTAL
TAIL AT VARIOUS VERTICAL POSITIONS ON
A SWEFTBACK-WING AIWLANE MODEL1
By Gersld V. Foster snd Roland F. Griner
A study was made in the Iangley l>foot pressure tunnel to
determine the effects of fuselage sf’terbodyshape, split flaps, end
variations in the span of the lea-dge flaps on the stabili~
contributed by the horiza&l tail.,toen airplsme with the wing
leading edge swept back 42 . Supplementary tests were made to determine
some of the characteristics of the air flow In the vicinity of the
tail, the wing being equipped with O.s~pan leadin~dgb flaps
snd O.~psn split flaps. All data were obtained at a Reynolds
nuniberof 6.8 X 106.
An enalysis of the aipflow surveys in the vicinf~ of the
horizontal tail indicates that, at high @es of attack, the
variation of downwash with angle of attack over the outer pert of the
tail spsn is such that the tail contribution to the pitching moment
Is stabilizing for the positim below the extended ~hord plane
and destabilizing for the posfticms above the extended win~hord
ylsne. The air-flow surveys indicate that 20° negative dihedral
would elimdnate the destabilizing influence of the tail located at
16 percent of the wing sanispan above the extended win&chord plane
by @acing the tall in a region of favorable downwash throughout
the an@-of+ttack range.
The addition of split flaps decreased the stability contributed by
the tail located just above the extended wing-chord plane at moderate
angles of attack but increased the stabi~ty contributed by the tail at
a position ~ust below the extended wing-chord plane for angles of attack
beyond 12°.
%hrpersedes declassified NACAResearch Memormdw L9~9 by GersJ.dV.
Foster and Roland F. Griner, 1949.
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Reducing the span of the leadin~dge flaps from 0.575 wing spau
to 0.425 w3ng span improved the stability contributed by the tail
located 0.16 semiqan above the extended wing chord at high angles
of attack but had only small effect at moderate angle of attack.
A reducticm in the rate of contraction of the fuselage afterbody
had a ne~igible effect on the stability contributedby the tail.
INTRODUCTI@?
The use of a sweptback wing to alleviate high-speed difficulties
has posed a problem of instability near maxinum lift for wings of
certain ccmibinationeof aspect ratio and sweep (reference 1). Low-
speed investigations of sweptback wings have indicated that hngi-
tudinal stability in the high-lfft range end at stall cm be obtained
in some cases by the use of stall-control devices such as outbosrd
leadin~dge flaps and upper-surface fences. Consideration has been
given to the effect of horizmtal-tail height on the longitudinal
stability of Sweptback+ing airplsnes in referentes 2, 3, and h.
Those investigationshave shown that, with the horizontal tail located
in the immediate vicini~ of the extended wtn~hord plane, relatively
stable variatims of pitching moment through maximum lift were obtained
for all model configurations regardless of the stability of the wing-
fuselage combinatiau. It is further shown that tie tail, located
above the extended win&chord plane, does not overcome the instability
of the wing+fuselage comibim.ationin the high-lift range; moreover,
the tail, in some cases, actueJly caused the pitching-moment variation
of the win@?uselage combinations, which were stable through maxhmm
lift, to become unstable in the high-lift range. W a few instances
(references 2 and5) it has been shown that, when the vertical height
of the horizontal tail was increased from a moderate height to
approximately 0.5 of the wing semispan above the extended win~hord
plane, the stabili~ of the complete model was improved.
W those cases where a decrease in the stability contributed by
the horizontal tail occurred for tail positians above the extended
wing+hord plane, the decrease has been attributed to the effects of
unfavorable wake-induced downwash resulting from sepmted flow on
the portion of the wing ahead of the tail. It has also been considered
that the fuselage afterbody shape q produce an adverse effect on the
effectiveness of the horizontal tall.
IQ order to furnish additional information on the contribution
of the tail to longitudinal stabili&, an investigation has been
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conducted in the Langley l>foot pressure tunnel at a Reynolds number
.
of 6.8 x 106 to deteml.ne the effect of fuselage sfterbody shape,
split flaps, and leadin&edge-fla.p span on the stability contributed
d by a horizontal tail to a wing swept back 42° at the leading edge.
The in’vestlgationalso included a study of the flow in the vicinim
of the tall. Results of this investigation are presented herein.
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()lift coefficient ~
t coefficient (moment taken about thepitchin~
quarter chord of the mean aerodynamic chord)
(-”)@’#~
angle of attack of chord plsme, degrees
dynamic pressure of the free stream, pounds per square()foot ~2
area, square feet
mesmaerodynamic chord, feet(~~’2c2dy)
local chord, feet
mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot
free+tream velocity, feet per second
span, feet
tail stabili~ parameter
()
‘c% ~
da.. K
product of isolated tail lift-curve slope end tail
VOmM (0.0158)
4ratio of local
free-stream
local downwash
local sldeweuih
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-c pesswe at horizontal tail to
dynamic pressure (unless otherwise noted)
angle (unless otherwise noted.),degrees
angle (inflow negative), degrees
R
M
w
z
()d%tail-effectiveness Tarsmeter —dit
angle of incidence of horizontal tail measured with respect
to _hord plane, positive when trailing edge moves
down, degrees
()
Pvd”
Remolds number —
v
Mach nuuiber
(
v
Velocity oj?sound)
coefficient of Tiscosi*
tail length, distance iu wing+hord plane from qusrter-
chord point of wing mean aerodynamic chord to
q.uxrter-chordpoint of tail mean aerodynamic chord,
feet
z perpendicular distance between the extended wing-chord
plane and the tail 0.256t point
Y lateral. distance from plane of symmet~
Wbewated air-flow surveys: “
(QJ )~ averagea-v ~/q, obtitied from fommzla
;~” (~/~) ctdbt
average e, obtafned from fozmmla
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k Subscripts:
w
*
t horizontal tail
e effective
‘is isolated tail
MODEG AND KPPARKKE
The model was a midwing airplane configuration having the
leading edge of the wing and tail swept back 42°. The wing had an
aspect ratio of 4, taper ratio of 0.625, mid NACA 641-3X airfoil
sections normal to the 0.273 chord line. The high-lift and stall–
b
control devices employed were split flaps of O.= spsm and two
s
spenwise leaxdge flaps, extending tnboard 0~57~snd 0.42~
from 0.97+. The horizontal tail had a plan form sindler to the wing
.
—
snd NACA 0012-64 secticms pszal.lelto the pl.eneof symnetry. The
mounting sxmngement of the tail allowed the tail to be located at
several vertical.positions as measured fhom the extended wing+hord
plsne. The shape of the fuselage efterbody was modified by the
addition of a cylindrical cone of smsller contraction ratio than used
in the investigation reported in references 2, 3, -d 4. The general
geomet~ of the model is presented in figure 1.
The six-tube surveg rake of the Lengley l>foot pressure tunnel,
described in reference 6, was employed to measure local dynamic
pressure, sidewash, end downwash sngles.
‘ITsTs
The tests were conducted in the Lsnglw 19-foot pressure tunnel
at a dynsmic pressure of approximately 75 pounds per squere foot with
the tunnel atmosphere compressed to about 33 pounds per square inch,
.
absolute. For these conditions, the Reynolds nuniberwas 6.8 X 106
end the Mach nuniberwas 0.14.
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Measurements of lift and pitching moment were made through a
range of angle of attack from ~“ to approximately 20°. The air+flow
characteristics in the region of the horizontal tail were obtained
(with the tail removed) at angles of attack of 3.6°, 8.5°, 13.6°,
16.8°, -19.5°. A plane of survey, 1.93% behti the 0.256W, was
selected as a suitable plane from consideration of the fore and aft
movement through the sngle-of+ttack range of the 0.25Et of the tail
in various positions. The maximum deviation of the 0.25Et from the
survey plane occurred at the high sagles of attack (see fig. 2) and
amounted to about 4 percent of the tail length forward and 12 percent
of the tail length rearwsrd.
KESUIXS AND
The force and moment data have
DISCUSSION
been corrected for model-support
tare aud interference effects. Jet+oun@ corrections have been
applied to the values of angle of attack and @tching+mment
coefficient. A correction for air-stream misalinement has also been
applied to the values of angle of attack. The air-stream mrvey data
have been corrected for jet+ounm effects by an angle change to the
downwash and a dow?m?zmddisplacement of the flow.
The lift and pitching-moment data are presented in nondimensional
coefficient form (for only one of the two tail incidence tested) as
vexations with angle of attack. The effective downwash angles were
determined from the tail-on and tail-off pitching-moment data. The
effective values of dynamic-pressuxeratio were based on a value of Cmit
(O.0158) which was determined from the isolated tail lift-curve slope
(reference 2) and the geometry of the model. It should be pointed out
that this method of determining dynamic-pressureratio takes no account
of changes in tail efficiency due to the presence of the fuselage.
The cotiined effect of e amd ~/q on the stabilizing moment
contributed by the tail can be shown by considering the stability
parameter T, which is defined as follows:
.
.
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.
where
()
~=%1-~+%
r .
which is equiva2.mt to
T
1
=
~amzch as the values of
‘t were smell and
constant for W confi~ations, the variations of
of attack axe considered independent of stabilizer
approximately
T with angle
setttig.
Wen the sign of T is negative, it indicates ttit the tail
is contributing stability.
Iffect of Fuselage Afterbody Shape
The effect
characteristics
of the
of the
horizontal tail on lift end pitch~nt
b
winefuselage ccmib~tim utth 0=575&-sX
b
leadin&edge flaps, O.~-span split flaps, and a modified fuselage
afterbody are presented-in figure 3. Figure 4 shows a comparison of
the variation of effective downwash angle Ee, effective dynamic
~reaue ratio (~/g)e, end tail ~tabili~ psrameter T with =gle
of attack for two fuselage afterhodies of differ-t contraction ratios.
The results tidicate that, with the tail in the highest position,
reducing the contraction ratio of the fuselage afterbody had a
negligible effect on 7 which resulted frcxnnegligible effects of
both (q#I)e ad Ee. When the tail was located close to the *=
chord plane extended, reducing the afterbody rate of contraction
increased (~/g)e end dEe/~, which are opposite effects, as
8indicated in equaticm (1)
by very little change in
Effect
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and tend to counteract each other as shown
‘r.
of Leadin&Edg&l?lap Spsn
R?evious data have shown that when leading-edge flaps are used
to improve the longitudinal stability of sweptback wings nesr maximum
lift, flow separation has been found to occur initially on the inboard
sections of the wings. Ih the case of the present wing with
b
0.575#-span leadin~dge flaps, flow separation occurred in the
region of the i?.iboardend of the leadin~dge flaps (reference 7).
tiasmch as the stability contributed by the horizontal tail is
dependent on the air flow in which the tail operates, an attempt was
made to shift the initial sepem.tion on the ~ by shortening the
b
0.57~-span leadin~e flaps O.l~frcm the inboard end and
consequently altering the flow behtid the wing.
The lift and pitchinemoment data obtained with and without split
flaps are presented in figures 5(a) snd 5(b). Themriation
“f ~e+l+)es~d T tith angle of attack =e presented in
figure 6. The effect of reducing the span of the leadin~dge flaps
on the stability contributed by the tail can be seen by ccmparing the
stability–yemmeter curves for the configuration with split flaps
(figs. 4and 6). It can be seen that the stabilizing effect of the
tail was not appreciably changed throughout the angle+f+ttack rauge
except for the tail height of 0.162% For that tail height h conjunc-
2
tion with wing configurationswith either the short-span or the long-span
lesding-edge flaps, there is a decrease, through moderate angles of attack,
in the stability contributed by the tail, which is indicated by the posi-
tive fIlCR8Se in the VdLE of T. At high angles of attack, the long-
span leading-edge flaps cause the tail to have no stabilizing effect
(T = ~~,6;~reas tith the short-spsn flaps, the tail was highly stabilizing
(T = These effects sre inticated by the pitching-moment vsrlation
obtaine~ fo~ the complete configurations (figs. 3 and 5(a)).
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Effect of Split Flaps
w
The effect of the split flaps in conjunction with 0.42~-span
*
leadin~dge fkps on the tail stability yarameter (fig. 6) appesrs
most pronounced for the tail positions close to the wing-chord plsne
extended. The split flaps appear to produce a flow, at moderate
sngles of attack, that causes a decrease in the stability contributed
by the tail located 0.162bw/2 above the extended w@yohord plsne,
while at high augles of attack the initial degree of stability is
regained. The results without split flaps indicate that the tail
located 0.162bw/2 above the extended w~hor~ plsne contributes
stability through the angle-of+xttack range with only a graduel
decrease at the moderate end high angles of attack. For the case
where the tail is located -o.061bJ2 belgw the extended win~hord
plane, the results without split flaps indicate that the tail
contributed a constant emount of stabili@ through the engl~f-ttack
range; the addition of split flaps caused ticreases h stability
contributed by the tail for sngles of attack beyond 12°.
Air.qlow Characteristics at the Tail
l
E order to provide further insight as to the stabilizing effect
. b
contributed by the tail with the wing equipped with 0.575#-13pan
leadin~dge flaps end split flaps, results of ai~flow survey
in the vicinity of the tail are presented in figure 7 as
contours of dynemlc-pressure ratio, downwash sngle, and sidewash
augle. A cross plot of downwash angle at several tail spsxrwlse
stations with engle of attack is presented in figure 8 for various
tail arrangements. Average values of e aud
~/~ have been
determined for 0.417 and o.162bJ2 tail heights where survey data were
complete. Determination of these wlues was based on the assumption
that the measured values of e ad qt/q were the actusl local
conditions effecting the tail. It mEW be seen in table I that the
average values of e end ~/q are in fair agreement tith the
effective values for the corresponding tail positions.
It my be seen fran contours of &aemi@pressure ratio that the
low tail Is located in or below the wake throughout the angle-of-
attack rsnge. At m sngle of attack of 16.8°, the results indicate a
. . broadening of the wake and an upward shift of the wake center outboard
of station 0.20bw/2. These wake changes cause a decrease in downwash
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(reference 8) in the region of the low tail so that, at high engles of
attack, the outboard portion of the tail is operating in a region
where the rate of chsnge of downwash with engle of attack, as affected
by the wpan-load distribution and induced wake effects, is highly
stabilizing. (See fig. 8.)
Upon considering the tail location o.162bJ2 above the extended
win&chord plane, it msy be seen that the outboard part of the tail
enters the field of high downwash at a moderate singleof attack and
remains in it through the high sngle-of+ttack rsnge. Throughout the
augl~f-ttack range, the position of the tail relative to the -e
is such that the induced+zdce effects would Increase the downwash
at the tail. F@ure 8 indicates that in the moderate angle-of-attack
range the variation of downwash angle with angle of attack is adverse
at both the tip and root regions of the tail. At high angles of attack,
the unfavorable downwash which occurs In the tip region affects a
greater portion of the span inboard; however, the stabilizing
variation of downwash angle with sngle of attack at the root appears
to be highly influential on the eve-l effect of the tail. (See
fig. 4.)
At high angles of attack, the decrease in stability contributed
by the tail in the high position is shown to result frcm an
undesirable variatLon of downwash with angle of attack on the outer
pti of the tail. This adverse downwash is the result of the
combined effects of the spauwise distribution of load and wake-
Induced downwash.
It is of interest to note that the adverse effect whfch occurs
with the tail Just above the fuselage might possibly be eliminated by
incorporating negative dihedral in the tail. The variatim of
downwash with angle of attack at several spanwise stations of a tail
with approximately 40° dihedral and en equivalent projected span
(fig. 8) indicates highly stahillzing values of ~ at high sngles
a%
of attack. A tail with dihedral is affected not only by the downwash
component of the flow but also by the sidewash component. Canside~
ation of the sidewash indicated that the effect was negligible up to
a~proximately 14° angle of attack, beyond which the positive sidewash
in the region of the tip would cause an increase in the angle of
attack of the tail. Iu order to show more clearly the effects of
negative tail dihedral on the pitch characteristics,the pitching
moments have been calculated from the survey data for the tail
located o.162bJ2 above the extended
dihedral. (See fig. 9.) Comparison
curves for the tail without dihedral
wing-chord plaue with and without
of the calculated and experimental
(figs. 3 and 9) indicates that
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the accuracy of the calculated curves is sufficient to show theG
stability trends. The results of calculations indicate that negative
dihedrel eliminates the instability at high angles of attack which
< was noted for the tail without dihedral.
A comparison of air-flow-survey results presented herein and in
reference 6 indicates that the major effects of the fuselage occurred
inboerd of station 0.20bv/2. These effects appeered as an upward
shift of the wake center snd an alteration of the downwash pattern.
fi general, however, they appeer to have only small effects on the
influence of the tail.
It should be pointed out that the tail, at a given position,
contributes essentially the EIamevariation in stability for the
unflapped=wing ccmfigurations as for the flapped+ing configurations;
however, the reason for the decrease in stability contributed by the
tail to the unflapped+dng configurations at high angles of atback Is
somewhat different than the reason previously discussed for the
flapped~ng configurations. The unflapped wing stalls at the tip
end causes em increase in loading on the inboerd sections of the wing
and a resultant increase in downwash.
COTKXUDING REMKEKS
The results of a study of several factors affecting the
stability contributed by a horizontal tail.to a model airplane with
42° sweptback wing equipped with leading-and trailing-edge flaps
sre as follows:
1. An analysis of the air-flow surveys in the victiity of the
horizontal tail indicates that, at high engles of attack, the
variation of downwash with angle of attack over the outer sections
of the tail span is such that the tail contribution to the pitching
moment is stabilizing for the positim below the extended wing-chord
plane and destabiliztig for the positions above the etiended wing-chord
plsne. Tae air-flow surveys indicate that 20° negative dihedral would
eliminate the destabilizing influence of the tail located at 0.162 wing
semispsn above the extended wing-chord plane by placing the tail in a
region of favorable downwash throughout the angle-of-attack range.
2. The addition of split flaps decreased the stability contributed
by the tail located just above the extended whg-chord plane at moderate
angles of attack but increased the stability contributed by the tail at
a position just below the extended wi~-chord plene for emgles of attack
beyond 12°.
12 NACA
3. Reducing the sya of the 0.775-span lead~dge flaps
to 0.425 improved the stabillty contributed by the tail located
TN 3848
0.16
semisp& ab~ve the etiended w&-chord plane at high angles of attack
but &d only small effect at”mo~erate a@les of at&k.-
4. A reduction in the rate of contraction of the fuselage
afterbody had a negligible effect on the stability contributed by
the tail.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., August 22, 1949.
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Figure 1.- Geometry of npiel with leading-dge flays and split flaps.
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flaps; modified afterbody; R= 6.8 x 106; M = 0.14.
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(a) Split flaps on.
I?igure 5.- A.erodynarnic characteristics of a 42° sweptback wing fuselage
with horizontal tail; 0.42~/2 leading-edge flaps; modified afterbo~; , .
R= 6.8x106; M=o.14.
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(b) Split flaps off.
Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 8.- Variation of &wKwaah angle of several apanwlOe wtationa of various tail arrangamenta;
0.575~/2 leading-edge fl.apaand split flaps.
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